Campus access
  ● Someone asked when the safety committee for campus access is happening

Freedom of Expression
  ● Shruti: David wrote an article; join UA working group led by Carolina
  ● What is the specific intent of the consensus decision? About the report? Contents?
  ● Carolina: it’ll come down to the working group
  ● Shruti: discuss procedures grievances of not including students in the process
  ● David: it talks about dorm life in the document
  ● Carolina: alterations in Mind Hand Heart book

Bylaws
  ● Shruti: Council bylaws can only be changed with vote of council, someone should propose editing the committees section
  ● What is the process like? How to suggest edits?
  ● Shruti: email ua-officers, go over them in council

Transitions
  ● Shruti: a set of onboarding over IAP, let us know new representatives, and thank you

Banana lounge
  ● Megan: low waste rate, banana reliability rate high
  ● Mel: key survey takeaways: most students consume bananas outside of the space, food security, similar consumption for undergrads/grads, grad students more likely to grab and go
    ○ Many students rely on lounge for meals, dining is inconvenient/expensive
  ● Jonathan: updates to budget, need to meet student demand
    ○ No IAP service, work towards fully funding banana demand (reach out to GSC, DSL, alumni donors)
  ● Megan: 24/7 access restored for the lounge
    ○ Current work: winter break access open with drinks, has happened in years prior to Covid, need volunteers for upkeep
  ● Are handouts allowed to be shared publicly?
    ○ Megan: Yes
  ● Alternative for food security? Recommendations for when banana lounger is not open?
    ○ Shruti: DSL has a fund for a certain subset of students to use at Daily Table, Brothers, etc.
    ○ Megan: Dormcon has food security event
  ● Do grad students have tap access?
    ○ Megan: grad students do, lab staff doesn’t
  ● Latex in banana peels, possible allergy
  ● Megan: incomm also working on cooking 101, craft market, meditations, monitor farms, power outlet accessibility
    ○ Megan: If you want to get involved let me know
MIT Corporation

- Fiona Chen
- Every year one recent alum gets appointed to the corporation
- Oversight and advisory board for MIT
  - Big decisions, hard situations
- Structure of corporation - standing committees, additional committees, visiting committees
- 75 active members = around 5 recent classes, life members, alumni, etc.